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8 Claims. (Cl. 60—35.6) 

The primary object of this invention is to provide for 
the more effective cooling of turbine blades. 

According to the invention, liquid-emitting nozzles pro 
vided adjacent to the turbine blades on the upstream side, 
are located to direct jets of coolant liquid directly on to 
the leading edges of the turbine blades. More particu 
larly, the nozzles are incorporated in stator guide vanes 
with their ori?ces in the trailing edges of the vanes. 
Water may be used as a liquid coolant. If, however, a 

liquid fuel be used as the coolant, a further feature of the 
invention consists in providing means downstream of the 
turbine for burning the resultant combustible mixture. 
One form of the invention as applied to a turbine for a 

jet propulsion plant as shown in the accompanying draw 
ings, in which: 

Figure l is an axial section through the turbine and jet 
propulsion duct; 

Figure 2 is a view of a ‘stator guide vane as it appears 
at a stage in the course of manufacture; 

Figure 3 shows a ?nished stator guide vane; 
Figures 4 and 5 are two views in section on 1V—~IV of 

Figure l, and 
Figure 6 is a part perspective view showing the coolant 

jets issuing from the nozzles on to the blades. 
In Figure 1 a turbine rotor 1 of a gas turbine jet pro 

pulsion unit is mounted on a shaft 2 supported by bear 
ing 23 and carries turbine blades 3. The gases of com 
bustion after driving the turbine rotor 1 pass through a 
jet pipe 4 having an enlarged portion 5 and the usual ex 
haust cone 6 is provided downstream of the turbine 1. 

Adjacent to the ring of turbine blades 3 on the up 
stream side is the usual ring of stator guide vanes 9. 
Coolant liquid is fed through pipe 7 and branch pipes 8 to 
each of a number of these vanes 9 which are constructed 
to serve as coolant—emitting nozzles. As shown in Figure 
2, each of these vanes is formed with an internal passage 
9a and with communicating slots 9b along its trailing 
edge. If there is not room for slots which communicate 
with passage 9a by drilled holes in which tubes can be 
inserted, there are provided slots as shown into which are 
fastened internally bored inserts 10 to form passages lead 
ing to the discharge apertures or ori?ces 11. Weld metal 
which secures these inserts serves to ?ll up any gaps in the 
slots to form a ?nished smooth-edge multi-apertured vane 
as shown in Figure 3. The ori?ces 11 point towards the 
leading edges of the turbine blades 3, i. e. they are in a 
position to direct jets of coolant liquid directly on to the 
leading edges of the blades, as can be seen in Figure 1 
and Figure 6. Furthermore, the ori?ces are of such size 
and distribution as to give e?icient cooling, in relation to 
the distribtuio-n of temperature and of stress in the moving 
blades, e. g. the ori?ces decrease in size and increase in 
spacing towards the tip of the vane so that the coolant 
liquid discharge decreases from a maximum at positions 
opposite the root portions of the blades to a minimum in 
the regions of the blade tipes. 

The coolant is supplied by the pump 24 from the reser 
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2 
voir 25 through the control valve 27 and the pipes 7a, the 
pump having the usual pressure relief valve 26. 
Although Water may be used, the arrangement shown 

and hereinafter described, is intended for use when the 
coolant liquid is a fuel. 
The cone fairing 6 is carried by four hollow stream 

lined struts 13 and parts of the wall of these struts are 
formed as retractable ?aps 14 pivoted on pivots 12 adja 
cent to a shaft 15, which by means of an operating mem 
ber 16 and links 16a and 16b can, when rotated, open 
the ?aps 14 from the position shown in Figure 4 to that 
shown in Figure 5. When these are in the open position 
as shown in Figure 5 they form stabilising baffles for the 
?ame produced by combustion of the fuel. 
The fuel is ignited by means of an igniter 19 having 

electrodes 20 extending within the space enclosed by the 
?aps 14. The arrangement is shown in Figures 4 and 5 
with the igniter removed for clearness, as this is the nor 
mal and conventional igniter; the hole for accommodat 
ing the igniter can, however, be seen in the strut 13 at the 
back of the flaps. Further retractable ?aps 18 pivoting 
on pins 40 may be included in the wall of the downstream 
end of the cone 6 itself, as shown in Figure 1. These may 
be operated by the radial engagement with forked tails 
18a on these ?aps of radial pegs 42 projecting from the 
end of link 43 which is actuated by lever 44 secured to 
shaft 15; the lever 44 can be seen also in Figure 5. 
A hydraulic jack 30 acting on the operating means 17 

for rotating shaft 15 cause the flaps to open out with in 
jection of the additional fuel through the ori?ces 11. This 
is effected by the connection of the handle 28 to the valve 
27 by the link 29 and to the control valve 31 by the link 
31a. I 

Preferably a variable outlet nozzle is provided; this is 
shown as the device “set forth'in U. S. Patent 2,565,854 
and is in the form of calliper arms 33 on the pivot 34 
actuated through the linkage 35 by the hydraulic jack 36 
which is also controlled by the control valve 31 so that the 
calliper device is actuated simultaneously with the injection 
of the additional fuel and the actuation of the ?aps 14 
and 18. 
The jacks 30 and 36 are both supplied from the con 

trol valve 31 through the pipes 32, the hydraulic actuat 
ing ?uid being supplied through valve 31 from the mains 
38. The igniter 19 is supplied from the electric mains 39. 
The widened part of the jet pipe is provided with a liner 

'21 supported by a retainer 22, and the liner may be 
formed of ceramic material, or alternatively, of porous or 
gauze material through which air may be admitted in 
non-turbulent manner to form a cool lining over the inner 
surface of the liner. The porous liner may also be sup 
plied with a small quantity of water for cooling purposes 
from the water supply main 37, this entering into the jet 
pipe and the steam produced being ejected into the atmos 
phere together with the gases of combustion. 

Since the flaps 14 forming stabilising bat?es are integral 
with the struts 13 and the flaps 18 are integral with the 
cone 6, thrust losses when these ?aps are retracted are 
reduced to a minimum since the cone and struts must be 
present in any case. 
What I claim is: 
1. A gas turbine having a ring of blades and a plurality 

of multi-apertured liquid-emitting nozzles adjacent said 
blades on the upstream side pointing downstream towards 
said blades and separated therefrom only by the axial 
clearance necessary between relatively rotating compo 
nents whereby said nozzles are adapted to direct jets 
of coolant liquid directly onto the leading edges of said 
blades along the length of the blades, the arrangement 
and disposition of the apertures along the direction 
of the blade length being such that the coolant liquid 
discharge decreases from a maximum at positions oppo 
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site the root portions of-the blades to a minimum in 
- the regions of the blade tips. 

2. A gas turbine plant including a turbine having a 
ring of blades, liquid-fuel-emitting nozzles adjacent said 
-'blades onthe upstream side pointing.downstreamioward 
said bladesand separated therefrom .only bytheaxial 
clearance necessary-between relatively rotating compo 
nents whereby said nozzles are adapted to direct jetslof 
coolant liquid fuel directly ontotheleadingedges of 
said blades, an exhaustduct on-theIdownstreamside 5“ 
of said- turbine blades, a baf?e located in said‘ duct for 
producing a combustion-stabilizing. zone, and means for 
igniting in said zoneithe combustible mixturetresulting 
from the introduction of said coolant liquid fuel ~into 
the working gases of said turbine on the. upstream side 
of said blades. 

3. A gas turbine plantas claimed in claim 2 including 
a conical fairingin said exhaust duct downstream of 
said turbine blades and a strut for supporting said conical 
fairing in said duct,~part of said struetcomprising a piv 
oted retractable member constituting said stabilising bai?e. 

~ 4. A gas turbine plant as claimed in'claim 2 including 
a conical fairing in» said exhaust duct downstream of 
said turbine blades and a pivoted retractable'part of_.the 
structure of said \fairing'which constitutes said stabilizing 
haf?e. 

5. A'gas‘ turbine plant as claimed in claim 2'wherein 
said stabilizing'bafflev is retractable-from a position-in 
which it extends into‘ the duct, and including means for 
moving said ba?le and for controlling the discharge 'of 
said coolant fuel on to said turbine blades. 

6. A gas turbine plant‘ as claimed in claim 2 wherein 
said stabilising battle is retractable from a position in 
which it extends into the duct, and including a‘ variable 
outlet nozzle on said exhaust duct, and inter-connected 
means for moving said stabilising battle, for actuating 
said nozzle and for controlling the discharge of'said 
coolant fuel on to said turbine blades. 
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7. A gas turbine plant as claimed in claim 2 and hav 
ing in said duct a liner of porous material and means 
for introducing cooling water through the liner. 

8. A gas turbine having a ring of rotor blades and 
stator guide vanes located on the upstream side of said 
blades and adjacent thereto and incorporating in their 
trailing edges liquid emitting nozzles pointing downstream 
towards said rotor blades, the nozzle aperture arrange 
ment and disposition in the trailing edges of said stator 
guide vanes being such that the coolant liquid discharge 
decreases from a maximum at positions opposite the 
root portions of the blades to a minimum in the re 
gions of the blade tips, the trailing edges of said stator 
guide vanes and the leading edges of said rotor blades 
being separated only by the axial clearance necessary be 
tween relatively rotating blade rows whereby said noz 
zles are adapted to direct jet coolant liquid directly on 
to the leading edges of said rotor blades. 
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